
Add modern style to your 
entryway or patio table with 
this easy-to-make living 
succulent wreath. This project 
will take about an hour and 
a half to complete, requires 
minimal care afterward, and 
can be used again next year.

Succulentliving

tutorial
Wreath

Two days prior, take cuttings from 
succulents (1" stems with lower 
leaves removed). Set on a tray 

to form calluses on the 
cut end.

STEP 
1

Soak the moss in water 
for 5 minutes.

STEP 
2

Wrap and secure the florist wire 
to the wreath form.

STEP 
3

Squeeze water from moss and place 3" 
thick on wreath. Tightly wrap moss 

to wreath with wire (2" between 
each wrap). Repeat until 

the form is filled.

STEP 
4

To add a hanger, flip the wreath and bend 
greening pin ends around the outer 

ring of the wreath form. Skip this 
step if the wreath will lay flat 

as a table centerpiece.

STEP 
5

Repeat step 4 and add a 3" 
layer of moss to the backside 

of the wreath.

STEP 
6

Use a dowel to poke holes in moss and insert 
succulent stems. Secure with greening or 

bobby pins (don't pierce stem, rather 
insert an opened pin around the 
stalk). Repeat until it's ¾ filled 

(plants fill-in gaps over 
time).

STEP 
7

The wreath is complete! Water it 
every 7-10 days, when it feels 

lightweight and the moss 
turns light tan.

STEP 
8

• Wreath Form
• Sphagnum Moss
• Scissors

• Basin of Water
• Florist Wire
• Various Succulents

• Sharpened Wooden Dowel
• Gloves (optional)
• Bobby Pins or Greening Pins

SHOPPING LIST

PRO-TIP

For regions with freezing 
temperatures, use winter 

hardy succulents in addition 
to tender succulents. Hardy 
succulents can survive in a 

protected area through winter. 
Refresh the wreath in spring 
with new cuttings, if needed, 

before displaying again.


